Directions: In this adventure read the BLACK words out loud to the players. The RED words have information for you, the MAXIMUS Master.

Curse of the Earworm!
The Ballad of Bongo’s Bad Luck:
The greatest singer in Candy Bear Corners, Bongo Bearsely, has asked for your
help. The streets of Candy Bear Corners are crowded with Boom Ball fans, in town
for the big championship game. As you approach his mansion on the cobblestone
streets of Candy Bear Corners, a panic breaks out. The citizens flee as a gigantic
ribbon snakes its way through the street. All the while, this music is playing,
seemingly from nowhere.
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Heroes can fight the Ribbon into submission, or if they can keep the Ribbon busy
until the end of the song it will vanish on its own. If a Hero can sing the lyric
“The rhythm is gonna get you,” the Ribbon will vanish. As soon as the Ribbon is
defeated read the next section.
From the front doors of the mansion scuttles a sausage shaped food-kin in a
morning coat and bow tie. He approaches you, stopping at a respectful distance,
and introduces himself. “Greetings, my name is Bangers, I’m Mr. Bongo’s personal
valet. Forgive my assumption, but are you the Adventure Company that Mr. Bongo
sent for?”
If the Heroes tell Bangers that they are that Adventure Company, read them the
following.
Bangers leads you into the opulent mansion of Bongo. Bangers walks you past the
floating fountains, guitar collections, and gold leaf statues to the master bedroom.
Here, in a large bed, sleeps Bongo.
Bangers whispers, “Mr. Bongo is asleep and I cannot wake him. His must wake
up to sing the national anthem for the Boom Ball Championship game, but he has
been CURSED by the Vile Lord Earworm. All of the miss-heard lyrics in Bongo’s
mind are finding their way into the real world. As you just witnessed, they can be
VERY destructive. Will you enter his Mind Palace, find Lord Earworm, and save the
day? I’m sure Mr. Bongo will be VERY generous if you can solve this problem.”
If the Heroes agree to take on this quest read them the following.
Bangers thanks you profusely and leads you to a tie dye mohair couch. “ This is
Mr. Bongo’s Dream Couch. Please be seated and you will enter Mr. Bongo’s Mind
Palace.”
If the Heroes say they don’t want to help Bongo, Bangers will tell them that he
is disappointed. Mr. Bongo had told him that you were the bravest Adventure
Company, but if you won’t do this he will have to call for another, braver Adventure
Company. Explain to the Heroes that if the word gets out that they refused to help
someone as well liked as Bongo, their reputations may never recover.
If the Heroes agree to help, as soon as they sit on the Dream Couch
they fall asleep, and enter Bongo’s Mind Palace.

Over

Curse of the Earworm!
Drop the Mic! The next chamber is very dark. Your Heroes can see an exit on the other side, but the rest of the room is dark.
This room is the home of Bongo’s greatest fear. If the Heroes roll a successful Notice test they may hear quiet breathing from above, as
if something is sleeping up there. If the Heroes wander into the chamber read the following.
Dancing Queen of the Dead!
This chamber has a floor made of pulsing colored
tiles, and a long bar on one side populated by bald
headed Dancing Ghouls. Suddenly, the music rises
and the creatures dance onto the tiled floor and
begin a deadly dance of the dead.

As you walk into the room a single spotlight from somewhere above shines on a microphone in the center of the chamber.
The light becomes more intense. Suddenly dropping from the darkness are several dark shapes! The Sucker-Backed Ambushers
attack!
The Ambushers will continue to attack the Heroes until the Heroes leave the room, or if a Hero approaches the
microphone and sings a lullaby the Ambushers will retreat to the ceiling and go back to sleep.

Start Here

In One Ear…
You find yourselves in a tunnel leading into Bongo’s
mind. The tunnel is 10 feet wide and covered with
short stiff hairs. One end of the tunnel ends in
open air, the other descends into the warm light of
Bongo’s Mind Palace.
Can’t You Smell That Smell?
This chamber is filled with greenish gas clouds
and the stench of used bathrooms. A sign
hangs in the middle of the chamber obscured
by the gas clouds.

If the Heroes approach the sign they can see it
reads, “Poop and Fart Joke Archive”

The bald headed Dancing Ghouls will attack the
Heroes while this song plays.

Just as you enter the room the stink intensifies
and slithering into view is the coiling form of
the Spooky Dooky!

If a Hero sings “More Than a Woman” to these bald
headed women they will vanish dropping their loot.
Greatest Of All Time!
This next chamber appears like a city street, smooth black pavement, tall buildings, and a
brownstone building with large red double doors.

The Spooky Dooky will attack the Heroes until
KO’ed or the Heroes can tell 3 clean jokes.

If the Heroes enter the chamber read the following.

Wake & Shake!:

As you step into the chamber you and your fellow adventurers are now wearing tan
coveralls with a black and silver rod in your hands. The rods have a wire that connects
to a large black metal backpack you are also now wearing. As you notice these changes,
galloping onto the street is a herd of ghostly goats and they don’t look friendly.

If Heroes move into the chamber tell them that large black and
white shapes come spinning into view.

If any Heroes leave the chamber, their clothing and equipment return to normal, and the
rods and backpacks vanish. As the Ghost Goats close in on the Heroes they hear this song.

This room is very cold. The snow covered floor is crowded with 10
foot tall igloos.

Landing on the snowy ground are a group of Polar Bear Ninjas. As
they face off with the Heroes they hear this music begin to play.
The Polar Bear Ninjas will battle the Heroes until KO’ed or a Hero
sings “Shake it like a polaroid picture.”
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Lair of Lord Earworm!
This chamber is filled with sheet music and musical instruments
littering the floor. In the center of the room, coiled in a nest of torn
paper and broken wood winds, brass, strings, and percussion
pieces, is the huge form of Lord Earworm!
When Lord Earworm becomes aware of the Heroes read the
following to them.
Lord Earworm rears up and in a haughty voice declares, “So you
puny adventurers think you can stop Lord Earworm? I challenge

you to a singing competition. Create an original song, or admit defeat!”
If the Heroes accept the challenge Lord Earworm will sing first, every rhyme wounds a
Hero, try to keep it to 3 rhymes or less per turn for Lord Earworm.
When the Heroes sing a lyric that rhymes, Lord Earworm takes a wound.
If the Heroes defeat Lord Earworm, they find themselves waking up on the dream couch.
Loot found in the Mind Palace matterilzes as the Heroes awaken.
The day is saved, Bongo awakens, rewards you, and invites you to be his
special guests at the Big Boom Ball Game.

TheEnd!

